How about some FRIDAY TRIVIA?
Okay: when and where was the New World’s first umbrella factory?

Bill Gates is up to his old antics again, trying to eradicate polio this time.

That there is a significant level of vaccine-derived polio circulating in some communities was a surprise to me. This highlights the pressing need for better vaccine coverage.


Global Leaders Support New Six Year Plan to Deliver a Polio Free World by 2018

Congratulations to UWG’s Professor Jesus Peralta. He was just awarded a grant the the National Endowment for the Humanities.

This makes UWG one of three schools to receive this type of NEH funding this cycle; the other schools are GSU and GATech. Way to go!


Did anybody watch live online the White House Science Fair?

check out the article and links here:

Funded Projects Query Form
[securegrants.neh.gov](https://securegrants.neh.gov)
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‘Science rules’: White House tweets Vine to announce 2013 Science Fair
[www.washingtonpost.com](https://www.washingtonpost.com)
The White House tweeted its first Vine with celebrity hosts LeVar
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What is wrong with American universities?

What do you think?

I like Fareed Zakaria's take on this:

Fareed Zakaria: Universities aren't admitting the brightest and best
[schoolsofthought.blogs.cnn.com](https://schoolsofthought.blogs.cnn.com)

As college applicants are receiving their admission and rejection letters, Fareed Zakaria says it's time for
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Keep it up, Georgia!

[http://kennesaw.patch.com/articles/program-targets-aspiring-screenwriters](http://kennesaw.patch.com/articles/program-targets-aspiring-screenwriters)

Program Targets Aspiring Screenwriters
kennesaw.patch.com

Joel A. Katz Music & Entertainment Business program has expanded its offerings to meet Georgia's entertainment industry needs.
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There's always something going on in the world of biopharma! BMS, one of the leaders in biologics and owner of a deep bench for IP in this area, just replaced their 9-year chief of R&D, Elliot Sigal, with Cuss, their chief science officer ... See More
Bristol-Myers Squibb Announces Appointment of Francis Cuss as Executive Vice President and Chief Sci
www.fiercibiotech.com
NEW YORK — Bristol-Myers Squibb Company (NYSE: BMY) today announced the
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AVP for Research Charles Maris shared a link.
April 3

“Georgia has some of the best colleges and universities in the world,” Thorn said, “most notably, West Georgia Technical College and the University of West Georgia, right in our backyard…”

Right on, Southwire. Well said!


Southwire receives Georgia’s top manufacturer award - Southwire Company was named the 2013 Georgia Manufacturer of the Year in the large manufacturer category Wednesday at the annual Manufacturing Appreciation Week ceremonies in Atlanta.

Southwire CEO Stuart Thorn and Lee Richards, vice-chairman of the board, were at the noon Governor’s Awards Luncheo...
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AVP for Research Charles Maris shared a link via University of West Georgia.
March 25

Welcome to the University of West Georgia, Dr. Marrero!

Marrero named president of University of West Georgia | The University of West Georgia
www.westga.edu
Dr. Kyle Marrero, vice president for University Advancement at the University of West Florida, Pensacola, was named today as the seventh
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AVP for Research Charles Maris shared a link.
March 18

vote for a cool Peachtree Roadrace T-shirt design:

http://www.ajc.com/gallery/sports/2013-ajc-peachtree-t-shirt-designs/g8TG/#3200708

Four of the five finalist designs are from the University of West GA!

http://www.ajc.com/gallery/sports/2013-ajc-peachtree-t-shirt-designs/g8TG/
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AVP for Research Charles Maris
March 14

Who might just have the perfect idea for transforming science education and combining research into the classroom experience?

Our nation's top scientists! I know, right?

HHMI agrees with us.

... See More

https://www.facebook.com/MARISresearch?ref=hl
HHMI News: Time for Class: HHMI Puts Top Scientists in the Classroom
www.hhmi.org

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: Robert Gutnikoff 301–215–8627 gutnikoffr@hhmi.org Jennifer Michalowski (301) 215–8576 michalow@hhmi.org Howard Hughes Medical Institute (301)
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5 Classroom Design Strategies for Lecture Capture -- Campus Technology
campustechnology.com

Ready or not, schools are being forced to offer online or hybrid
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AVP for Research Charles Maris
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What a nice recognition for Bradley University. Way to go.
http://www.chillicothetimesbulletin.com/article/20130314/NEWS/130319789
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AVP for Research Charles Maris shared a link.
March 13

The author is totally correct, but even "Low Fi" versions of lecture capture can be effective.
http://campustechnology.com/articles/2013/03/07/5-classroom-design-strategies-for-lecture-capture.aspx?CTEL

Note his last point: TRAINING THE FACULTY. I would have also added curricular and technical consultants and designers.
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AVP for Research Charles Maris shared a link.
March 13

Sorry for the slow posting this week. I was at the National Council of University Research Administrators meeting in New Orleans.

Here's a great story on UWG's outgoing president:
http://chronicle.com/article/Engineer-Brought-a-Passion-for/137645/?key=SG5yDFM6YiZEN3FhMD0nXZDcBaiZsOIlzancSaSmbISXGQ%3D%3D

So long, and thanks for all the fish!
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Happy Pi Day!
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Engineer Brought a Passion for Teaching to the Presidency of a Georgia University -- People -- The Chr chronicle.com
classes. AV Specialist Michael David Leiboff shares five tips to help colleges and universities prepare their classrooms for the
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Beheruz N. Sethna, who is retiring as president of the University to raise the institution's status, and he